Adding and Removing Gadgets

In EpiServer you can add gadgets to your website folders or navigation panel.

Adding Gadgets

1. From the **Navigation Pane or Assets Pane** within your webpage, **Click** the wheel icon and **Select** Add Gadgets.

2. A Gadgets window will appear. **Scroll** through and **select** the gadget you would like and **click Done**.

3. The gadget will be added to the bottom of your Navigation Pane or Assets Pane, depending on where you added your gadget.
Removing Gadgets

1. From the **Navigation Pane or Assets Pane** within your webpage, **Click** the wheel icon and **Select** Rearrange Gadgets.
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2. The Gadgets which are in your navigation panel or asset panel will now appear with an X in the upper right. **Click** the X to remove the gadget.
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3. You will be asked to confirm your choice to remove the gadget. **Click** Yes to remove the gadget.
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